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Abstract.
We obtain in this paper some new theorems on the radial projection onto the unit ball in Banach spaces, including in particular the following: A Banach space X is uniformly nonsquare ¡fand only if the radial projection in A" has Lipschitz constant strictly less than 2.
In a real normed linear space A'the mapping T: X^>-X defined by Tx = x, \\x\\ ^ 1, = xl\\x\\, IMI £1, is called the radial projection of X onto the unit ball in X. In this paper we investigate first the relationship between the least Lipschitz constant k(X) of T and the concept of orthogonality of R. C. James [4] . (Recall that a vector x e X is said to be orthogonal to y e X (denoted x±y) if ||x:||^||x-Ay|| for every real A.) D. deFigueiredo and L. Karlovitz initiated such a study in [1] by proving that the orthogonality relation is symmetric if and only if k(X)-l. We prove that, in fact, k(X) = sup{||j||/||7 -kx\\ :y*0,x±y,¿eR} where R denotes the field of real numbers. This characterization enables us to obtain as an immediate consequence the theorem of deFigueiredo and Karlovitz, and permits us to obtain our second main result, in which we characterize uniformly nonsquare Banach spaces as follows: kiX)=2 if and only if X is not uniformly nonsquare. We might remark that it is generally known (cf. [2] ) that the constant kiX) always satisfies 1 <k(X)<2. We begin with the following:
Lemma. The constant k=kiX) satisfies (i) Ä:=sup{||x-j/||j|| \\l\\x-y\\:x,y e X,\\x\\^l<\\y\\}; (ii) *=sup{||i/-»||/||i/-Ai>||}:M,DeJr, ||w||^|MI = l, A>1}.
Proof. Let m = sup{\\x -yl\\y\\ \\l\\x -y\\:x,y e X, \\x\\ = 1 < ||j>||}.
Clearly, m-^k. To show m=k we show that m is a Lipschitz constant for T, and to do this we need only verify that ||x/||x||-yj\\y\\ ||_wt||;c-y\\ whenever l = ||x||<||.y||. Now, letting x'=x¡\\x\\ and y'=yl\\x\\, we have ||x'|| = l<||/||, and thus The second statement follows if in*(i) we set x=u and y=Xv, with ||p||«l and X>1.
We remark that if x, y e Xare distinct, y^O, then the function/:/?-»-/? defined byf(X)= \\x-Xy\\ is convex; moreover, there exists a closed interval [Xx, X2] on which/attains its minimum and such that/is strictly increasing on [X2i co) and strictly decreasing on (-oo,A,]. We note that XY=X2 if X is strictly convex.
We observe further that if X0 minimizes \\x-Xy\\, then (x-X0y)±y. Proof. If k(X)=\, then whenever x±y and j^O, ||y||/||j-Ajc||^l for every Xe R, and thus y±x. On the other hand, if orthogonality is symmetric in X, then whenever x_\_y, \\y\\^\]y-Xx\\ for every Xe R, and thnsk(X)<:l.
A Banach space X is said to be uniformly nonsquare [5] if there exists ô>0 such that whenever ||x|| = ||j|| = l then either ||(x-|-^)/2||<l-á or \\(x-y)/2\\^l-ô.
It is easily verified (cf. [3] ) that every uniformly convex space is uniformly nonsquare. Letting first X-*p and then y.-*l, we see that ^(^=2. The author wishes to express his gratitude to the referee for simplifying some of the original arguments.
